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QUESTION 1
User roles can be applied to which Windows user group?
A. HP-OVE-ADMINS and HP-OVE-OPERATORS
B. HP-OVE-OPERATORS
C. HP-OVE-ADMINS
D. Users
Answer: B
QUESTION 2
After running 'Setup' from the Manual Agent folder on the OVO for Windows CD,
what is the next step to be executed on a Windows node in order to manually install
an OVO for Windows agent?
A. Run opcactivate -s <OVOmgtserver>
B. Run opcagt -start
C. Enter the name of the management server
D. Run mgmtsv.vbs and enter the name of the management server
Answer: C
QUESTION 3
What does the 'Redeploy All' function do?
A. It queries the agent to learn what packages and policies are installed and redeploys
them, thus overwriting existing and possibly corrupted policies and packages. (On Unix,
only policies are redeployed).
B. It queries the database to learn what packages and policies are installed and redeploys
them, thus overwriting existing and possibly corrupted policies and packages. (On Unix,
only policies are redeployed).
C. It queries the database to learn what instrumentation is installed and redeploys it, thus
overwriting existing and possibly corrupted instrumentation.
D. It restarts all deployment jobs that are currently stopped or suspended.
Answer: B
QUESTION 4
In order to add metrics to a graph configuration, what information must you
provide before selecting the new metrics?
A. Type
B. Date Range
C. Data Interval
D. Source
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Answer: D
QUESTION 5
Which database is automatically installed with OVO for Windows 7.x as the default
database?
A. Microsoft SQL Server
B. MSDE - Microsoft SQL Desktop Engine
C. Oracle
D. Solid
Answer: B
QUESTION 6
Which of these technologies are used by OVO for Windows 7.x? Choose 3 that
apply.
A. DCE RPC
B. Microsoft Component Object Model
C. Solid embedded database
D. Microsoft Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI)
E. Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA)
Answer: ABD
QUESTION 7
What are two roles of the status engine? Choose 2 that apply.
A. The status engine maintains the status of a service, service component and hosted
services.
B. The status engine ignores messages that are owned by operators.
C. The status engine reports on status of commands and tools.
D. The status engine maintains the status of node groups assigned to operator(s).
Answer: AD
QUESTION 8
What are two functions of the message server in OVO for Windows 7.x? Choose 2
that apply.
A. The message server receives messages from nodes.
B. The message server publishes message state changes via WMI.
C. The message server forwards messages to a trouble ticket system.
D. The message server stores audit information in the SQL server database or MSDE.
E. The message server queues messages if the communication to the console is broken.
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